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Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, 

1909 is a classic painted in-frame kitchen range 

with a timeless quintessentially British feel. 



PAINTED KITCHENS  
WITH BALANCED  
PROPORTIONS &  
IMMACULATE DETAILING

Designed in Britain, this beautiful collection 

of painted kitchen furniture introduces a 

classic aesthetic while meeting the demands 

of twenty-first-century living. That’s why 1909 

adapts flexibly to any style of home. 

1909 is an in-frame kitchen presented 

around two core door styles – a classic 

Shaker, which can be customised with  

2 intricate beading options, and a 

refined, contemporary slab door style. 

Crafted from smooth-grained timber,  

the doors are hand sprayed in your 

choice of 27 carefully selected colours. 

Drawers have solid oak sides and  

feature traditional dovetailed joints. 

Decorative cupboard interiors offer  

the choice of painted, oak veneer or 

mirrored finishes. The handles and 

classic butt hinges, all British-made,  

are available in your choice of chrome, 

nickel and pewter. Our storage solutions 

are clever, and so exquisitely designed 

and engineered, that your only challenge 

will be choosing between them. 

1909 kitchens are graceful, yet also 

extremely practical and built to the 

highest specification. The breadth of the 

product range, combined with the skill 

of our specialist retailers, make it 

possible to create a bespoke kitchen  

at an affordable price.
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Ideally suited to those with minimalist 

tastes, the use of clean lines in balanced 

proportions complement many 

architectural styles.

Square feature posts are used to great 

effect on the island to create a free-

standing piece of furniture at the heart  

of the kitchen, adding to the informality  

of the scheme. 

The colour palette ranges from the modest 

mix of Porcelain and Graphite (on this 

page) to punchier bolder colours, such 

as Spearmint (shown overleaf), whilst still 

achieving a very refined, liveable solution.

IN-FRAME SLAB

Beautifully understated, our purest  

of door styles offers simple detailing.  

Linearity and a strong perspective give 

a more contemporary look.
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Concealed hinges complement the 

uncluttered, streamlined look, with the 

contemporary handle featured adding detail.

A considered mix of storage includes deep, 

dove-tailed drawers, ideal for storing a 

multitude of items out of sight but close    

at hand. Customise the storage with an  

oak peg and plate rack to create a tailored 

option for organising your crockery in an 

easy-to-access manner.

The neutral tone of the Porcelain cabinetry 

enhances the natural beauty of the Silver 

Waves granite. Make the contrast even 

greater by adding a bolder hue.
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Blending different levels, colours  

and shapes makes for an inviting  

look that would work in any setting.  

Deeper hues, both on the furniture  

and walls, give a warm, grounded 

scheme with unexpected pops of colour 

adding personality. Colours featured are 

Slate, Saffron and Partridge Grey.

Introducing curved elements offers 

fluidity, as well as practicality, and  

can become a focal point of the design. 

IN-FRAME SLAB

The simple form of the in-frame slab door 

allows for flowing and elaborate layouts even 

on a relatively modest footprint. 
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Storage is plentiful in this kitchen 

boasting lots of hidden areas to keep 

the kitchen free from clutter, whilst 

open shelving allows for chosen items 

to be on display, both for practical and 

decorative purposes.

A pantry with bi-fold doors is a great 

chef’s bolthole, providing storage 

space with a preparation area.

Cutlery and utensils are organised 

directly below the pantry in a crafted 

timber cutlery insert.
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Bi-fold doors bring the outside 
in, ensuring fresh ingredients 
are always close to hand if 
you grow your own.



This is a kitchen designed to work hard 

- yet it has all the good looks and smart 

storage needed to create a space for 

entertaining, which is beautiful, 

decorative and easy to maintain.

The pantry has an independent, free-

standing look. Adding to the bespoke   

feel are quadrant curves, softening the 

overall effect and providing generous 

corner storage. The pilasters have been 

pulled forward to add detail to the 

cornices, worktops and plinths.

IN-FRAME SHAKER

Our classic In-frame Shaker door style 

offers a distinctly timeless look, shown 

here in a neutral palette, perfectly 

suiting a modern family home. 
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These in-frame Shaker cupboards are 

shown in Flint Grey and Mussel, with 

solid brass handles and hinges in a bright 

nickel finish. The versatility of the curved 

furniture is demonstrated by the large 

base quadrant complementing the smaller 

curved wall cupboards. 

The full-height pantry has a sliding rack  

at its heart, concealing a pull-out   

chopping board, hanging for wine    

glasses, a plate rack plus storage for  

spices, recipe books and breakfast items. 

There’s also a handy blackboard panel to 

ensure the pantry is always well stocked. 

The principal worktops are marbled 

almond quartz and full stave prime oak; 

the pantry has rippled mink and birch 

end grain. The open wall cupboards are 

painted inside and feature toughened  

glass shelving. 



An understated colour palette exudes 

warmth, with the mix of cashmere and 

truffle cabinetry creating an inviting 

ambience. Subtle hints of gold and 

bright nickel add to the luxurious palette 

of materials. Refinement is key at every 

level in terms of tone and finish.

IN-FRAME SLAB & IN-FRAME SHAKER

A perfect blend of classic and contemporary 

design is achieved through the combination of the 

in-frame Shaker and in-frame Slab doors. Classic 

detailing combined with understated elegance 

achieves a truly modern-classic look and feel.
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Worksurfaces play a strong role in the 

identity of this scheme, with the mix of 

the marble effect evident in the Lagoon 

quartz, which counterpoints the 

exuberant Tropical Storm quartz featured 

as a contrasting splashback and breakfast 

bar. For added glamour these two 

elements are backlit to give a warming 

glow, particularly striking at night.

Small details can have a big impact in  

the design. Opt for a bright nickel knob 

for a classic feel or a sleek bar handle  

for a cool contemporary twist. A simple 

run of glazed top boxes add a surprising 

level of detail and can be illuminated  

for added drama.



Simple and functional, ‘quarter of  

a round’ beading was traditionally 

used to soften the classic Shaker 

profile. The Chalk Blue shown  

here is inspired by nineteenth-century 

colour palettes; contributing to the 

light and airy feel are wall cupboards 

which feature mirrored backs and are 

painted an off-white to co-ordinate 

with the tiles, walls and sink. 

QUARTER ROUND

This kitchen shows just how well 1909 adapts to smaller rooms.  

It’s a compact design in which space has been carefully considered 

without compromising on looks or practicality. 
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This supremely practical design keeps 

everything within reach, thanks to the 

choice of hidden and open storage 

options as well as a central island 

featuring plenty of preparation space. 

Colours here range from bold and 

confident Charcoal through soft 

Partridge Grey to Chalk, with natural 

wood tones in the timber worktops.

The overall impression is enduring and 

inviting. Family heirlooms and favourite 

pieces team well with contemporary 

appliances, creating a comfortable, 

functional yet stylish kitchen.

HALF PENCIL & SCALLOPED

The most detailed of our three door 

styles blends beautifully into this period 

home, with the 1909 treatment carried 

through to the boot room, glimpsed 

through part-glazed doors.
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These half pencil & scalloped doors 

feature solid brass butt hinges in a 

chrome finish. Classic moulded plinth 

and cornice add to the period feel. 

The island features a birch end-grain 

chopping block above slatted timber 

open storage. Timber is also used as the 

principal island worktop, incorporating  

a breakfast bar punctuated with Carerra 

marble featuring stainless steel herb and 

champagne troughs. 

Carrera marble worktops and upstands 

on the far wall evoke a deli feel, while 

Grigio Carnico marble forms an enclosed 

working area around the range. 
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STORAGE

Behind each 1909 door there’s  

a place for everything, thanks to  

some very clever storage ideas.  

Choose from simple cupboards  

to plentiful pull-outs, pantries,  

drawers with customised partitions  

and bookshelves. 

1909 has numerous storage 

possibilities, for more options      

please speak to your retailer.
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1. OUR DESIRABLE PANTRY OPENS UP STORAGE   

 POSSIBILITIES FOR ALL SORTS OF KITCHEN ESSENTIALS.

2. MAKE THE MOST OF ISLAND ENDS TO STORE FAVOURITE  

 RECIPE BOOKS. 

3. EVERYTHING IS EASY TO FIND IN THIS FULL-HEIGHT  

 PULL-OUT LARDER.

4. SHALLOW DRAWERS WITH SOLID OAK INSERTS KEEP ALL  

 CUTLERY AND UTENSILS IN ONE PLACE.

5. DEEP, STRONG DOVETAILED DRAWERS KEEP LARGER ITEMS  

 OUT OF SIGHT BUT RIGHT AT HAND.

6. EASILY ACCESS JARS OR TINS WITH A PULL-OUT
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5. THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF STUNNING SILVER  

 WAVES GRANITE SHINES THROUGH IN THIS  

 BUILT UP ISLAND WORKTOP.

6. YOUR 1909 SPECIALIST RETAILER WILL HELP  

 YOU ACHIEVE THE EFFECT YOU WANT WITH  

 YOUR WORKTOPS - SUCH AS THE INTRICATE  

 DETAILING SHOWN HERE ON THIS MARBLED  

 ALMOND QUARTZ.

7. THE MIX OF THE CONTEMPORARY STAINLESS  

 STEEL SINK AND THE MARBLE FRONT PANEL  

 HARK BACK TO TRADITIONAL DELICATESSENS  

 WHILE BLENDING SEAMLESSLY WITH THE  

 SURROUNDING SPACE.

WORKTOPS

Creativity doesn’t have to stop with 

your furniture but can extend to 

your worktops. Choose wood, 

stone, or a mix of the two, and 

explore different thicknesses, 

shapes and edge profiles for that 

bespoke kitchen look. 

1. A COCK AND QUADRANT EDGE PROFILE ACCENTUATES THE   

 BEAUTY OF THIS FULL STAVE PRIME OAK, WITH THE ADDED   

 PRACTICALITY OF A POP-UP ELECTRICAL SOCKET.

2. LAGOON QUARTZ ENCASES THE PENINSULAR, ACCENTUATING   

 THE FORM OF THE FURNITURE.

3. STAINLESS STEEL CHAMPAGNE AND HERB TROUGHS WITH   

 INTEGRAL DRAINING.

4. TROPICAL STORM QUARTZ IS USED TO GREAT EFFECT   

 WHEN COMBINED WITH LED LIGHTS TO CREATE A   

 GLOWING SPLASHBACK. 
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HANDLES

Designed in Britain 1909 handles are 

solid brass in a choice of chrome or 

bright nickel finishes. Solid pewter 

options are also available.
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1. T-BAR BARREL HANDLE 

 SOLID BRASS WITH BRIGHT NICKEL PLATING (H884.72.BN)

2. MACAROON KNOB

 SOLID BRASS WITH CHROME PLATING (K1074.45.CH)

3. DROP HANDLE

 SOLID BRASS WITH BRIGHT NICKEL PLATING (H1076.32.BN)

 

4. CONTEMPORARY HANDLE 

 SOLID BRASS WITH CHROME PLATING (H1080.128.CH)

5. CUP HANDLE

 SOLID PEWTER (H892.64.PE)

6. CLASSIC KNOB WITH RING DETAIL

 SOLID BRASS WITH CHROME PLATING (K877.35.CH)  

7. T-BAR BARREL HANDLE 

 SOLID BRASS WITH BRIGHT NICKEL PLATING (H882.160.BN)

8. D-HANDLE 

 SOLID PEWTER (H891.160.PE)

9. D-BAR HANDLE 

 SOLID BRASS WITH BRIGHT NICKEL PLATING (H1077.160.BN)
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DETAILS

It’s the little details that can make all 

the difference. Here are some of the 

finishing touches you may like to 

include in your 1909 kitchen.
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1. OUR ASKEW ISLAND LEGS OFFER A CLASSICAL POINT  

 OF INTEREST. 

2. DELIVERING A DISTINCTLY BESPOKE LOOK, THE PILASTERS  

 IN THIS KITCHEN HAVE BEEN PULLED FORWARD TO CREATE  

 A BREAKFRONT FEATURE. 

3. CONTEMPORARY APPLIANCES SLIP SEAMLESSLY INTO THE  

 OVERALL LOOK OF THE KITCHEN, WHATEVER ITS SETTING.

4. EACH 1909 KITCHEN COMES WITH A BRIGHT CHROME NAME  

 PLATE, WHICH YOU CAN CHOOSE TO PLACE ANYWHERE. 

5. FELT DRAWER PADS PROTECT YOUR CUTLERY AND  

 DAMPEN THE RATTLE. 

6. SUBTLE QUARTER ROUND BEADING CAN SOFTEN  

 A CLASSIC SHAKER DOOR 

7. SOLID OAK DRAWERS FEATURE TRADITIONALLY   

 DOVETAILED JOINTS TO WITHSTAND YEARS OF SERVICE.  
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Each British-designed 1909 

kitchen is individually hand 

sprayed for a perfect finish.

If you’re concerned about 

potential knocks, don’t 

worry: a touch-up kit is 

available in every colour.

CHOOSE YOUR COLOURS

With a 27-strong colour palette you can achieve just the look 

you want for your 1909 kitchen - whether you opt for a single 

colour or a combination of contrasting or complementary 

tones If you’d like some inspiration, your 1909 specialist 

retailer will be only too pleased to help. 

Printed colours on this page may not be exact.Flint Grey

China Blue

Chalk Blue Spearmint

CornflowerCopse Green

Hartforth Blue

Cashmere

Sage

Partridge Grey

Trench Coat Grey

Alabaster Modern

Mussel

Stone

Lava

Suede

Truffle

Slate

Charcoal

Graphite

Saffron

Umber

Chalk

Porcelain

Dove Grey

Silver Grey Dakar

LIGHTS GREYS WARM NEUTRALS BLUE/GREENS DARKS STATEMENT



WHERE TO BUY YOUR 1909 KITCHEN

1909 kitchens are available from a network of 

specialist independent retailers across the UK. 

You’ll benefit from their significant 

experience and expertise as they guide you 

every step of the way towards achieving your 

perfect 1909 kitchen. From first seeing 1909 

in their showroom to their design service, 

project management and fitting, your local 

independent retailer will work with you to 

create what you want in your kitchen and in 

any related spaces. 

1909 retailers are often family-run businesses, 

so their local reputations are very important 

to them - and that means they’ll take  

personal responsibility for your kitchen. 

They’ll have lots of ideas for making the best 

use of your space and creating a design that’s 

all your own, and can guide you as to what 

will work and what may not. 

Buying a new kitchen brings a lot to think 

about: not just the cupboards themselves, 

but also plumbing, electrics, flooring, tiling, 

appliances and more. So it’s good to know 

you’ll have the personal attention, vision   

and support of an expert specialist retailer. 

To find out more, visit 1909kitchens.co.uk
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